Cranberry Crossword Puzzle

ACROSS
1. A state which has grown cranberries since the early 1800s.
2. Location (town) of the first Thanksgiving.
3. Birds which help the cranberry growers.
4. A red berry consumed mostly as a juice.
5. Growers protect berries from this when it's very cold outside.
6. Another word for a cranberry field or a cranberry bed.
7. Native American cake made with cranberries.
8. A state which used to have a cranberry industry and has a small one again now (and hopes to get bigger).

DOWN
9. Live in hives and help cranberries grow.
10. Another word similar to weather.
11. A disease which cranberries can cure.
12. Used to flood a bog.
13. Cooked cranberries over hearth fire.
14. Test used to determine good berries (2 words - 1st word is CRANBERRY)
15. Used to gather cranberries from the vines (plural).
16. A general word for a harmful insect or weed found on a cranberry bog.
17. Cranberries are very high in this.

WORD CHOICES:
VITAMIN C
BOG
SCOOPS
MASSACHUSETTS
MAINE
CRANBERRY BOUNCE
WATER
FROST
BEES

CLIMATE
PLYMOUTH
COLONISTS
SCURVY
CRANBERRY
SWALLOWS
PEST
PEMMICAN
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